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Welcome! 
We are thrilled that you will be joining us for your rotation here at the VA Portland 
Healthcare System! Over the next 4 or 8 weeks we hope to provide you with a unique and 
challenging internal medicine experience that will support your ongoing growth as a 
physician. This guide will help you get off to a great start. 

USEFUL CONTACT INFORMATION 

Phonebook: There is a handy phonebook function within the electronic health record; 
this is how the operator finds numbers so I suggest using this rather than calling them. 
From the top ribbon, find “Tools”, scroll down to “VA Phonebook”. You can look by name, 
service, or location. In addition to specific people, you can find various lab, pathology, and 
radiology numbers through here. 

Lync/Skype: Once you have logged into your desktop you can launch instant messaging. 
If it’s not a shortcut on your desktop, select the Windows icon, “All Programs” and look 
for the “Skype for Business” to launch (the icon is an “S”). All of the pharmacists, many of 
the residents and a lot of the administrative staff use this. 

Paging: It’s hard to replace the pinnacle of 1990s digital technology, so there are several 
different paging systems. Anything that starts with a “503” just dial “9” to get out of the VA 
and enter the number. For the *41 pagers, just enter *41 and follow the prompts. For 
OHSU pagers (will be a 5-digit # starting with a 1 or 2), dial “*45” then “44799” and follow 
the prompts. For your callback number look at the top right of your phone, it should be a 
5-digit number starting with “5”. Just enter that, no need to enter the full VA prefix. If you 
are paged to a number starting with “5”, they’re calling from inside the building, if it’s 
from “3” then it’s from the Vancouver campus (the VA rehab facility is up there), if it’s 
from “4” “6” or “8” it’s from the University and you’ll need to dial “*45” first.  

Calling: As noted to place a call from within the VA, just enter the 5-digit number. For the 
University dial *45 then the 5-digit number. To make a local call dial “9” to get out, then 
the number and for long-distance “91”. Please don’t dial 911 by accident (yes, it happens). 

Calling a nurse: They carry phones with them. Some wards will post a daily list with the 
phone, others you’ll need to call the unit secretary and ask them to call the RN for you. 

Faxing: Each unit has a fax machine, the number is usually posted in the team office or 
you can ask the unit secretary. 
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Course Contacts 

Role Name E-mail Phone Pager 
Course 
Director 

Kerry 
Rhyne, 
MD 

rhyne@ohsu.edu 503-220-8262 ext 
53265 

*41-3111 

Site 
Director 

Joel Papak, 
MD 

papakj@ohsu.edu Varies; check VA 
phonebook 

*41-2299 

Course 
Coordinator 

Marcie 
Evans 

evanma@ohsu.edu 503-494-8676 N/A 

Site 
Coordinator 

Michelle 
Yahne  

Michelle.yahne@va.gov 503-220-8262 ext 
56245  

Use 
Lync/Skype 

THE WARD SERVICE 

• You will be working exclusively in the Hospital setting on this rotation, and only at 
the VA (only over to OHSU for conferences and food) 

• The Team 
o Attending: Just one attending at a time, rotates every 1-2 weeks. On every 

day while they are on service and available to your team 24/7 
o Resident: May be 2nd or 3rd year of training. They rotate every 3 weeks 
o 1-2 Interns: There is a lot of variability here, there is usually at least one 

from the Internal Medicine program and often the other is from Psychiatry, 
Neurology, or Anesthesia. They rotate every 3-4 weeks. 

o You! There will be 1-2 same-level students per team. Sub-interns are on a 
team by themselves and where the numbers permit we try not to mix 
classes. 

• The patients: At the VA, we serve Veterans of the US Armed Forces. The criteria 
for eligibility have varied through the years, but all of your patients will have 
served. Unfortunately we do not take care of their immediate family members. 
Veterans do not need to have seen combat to be eligible for services.  Veterans 
often choose to use commercial insurance for their healthcare during their 
employed years. Because of this, our patient population skews towards male and 
over 65. Younger patients are often beset with mental illness and substance use 
disorders as well as homelessness. We rarely see adult manifestations of congenital 
disorders as these are often diagnosed by service age, however we do see any 
pathologies that manifest late teens and later. It is a good idea to consider using 
Aquifer cases or other resources to review topics specific to women or outpatient. 
Our patients are not differentiated by ward, so you will see diseases of every organ 
system as well as oncologic patients and some surgical patients as well. The VA 
provides resources outside of healthcare so you will see notes from housing and 
substance abuse services, among others, contained within the health record. 

• The system: This is a unique opportunity not only to take care of an excellent 
patient population, but to see a bit of how a closed and mostly single party payer 
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system works, and doesn’t. Pay attention to some of these details- the EHR shared 
by Inpatient, Outpatient, and Specialty services, the decision support and 
formulary tools, the supplemental resources such as substance abuse treatment 
and housing. You will encounter faculty passionate about working here although 
sometimes frustrated by insufficient resources! 
 

DAY ONE: WHAT TO EXPECT 

o Usually the start is 8 am, but check your email closely. Anything from Marcie 
Evans should be viewed as critically important 

o Morning starts with general service orientation and a Clinical Reasoning didactic 
o Then you’ll be taken over to the VA and provided with a site-specific orientation 

and mini-tour, and dropped off to your team-rooms. 
o You will have CPRS training Day 1 (barring Federal Holidays) 
o Check back with your team after that. Some students will head home, others will 

meet an established patient to discuss on rounds the next day, and some will 
admit a new patient 

DAILY SCHEDULE 

Order of the Day 

Teams generally keep this posted on or near the door to the team room for your reference. 
I recommend checking in with your team before leaving each day to make sure you 
understand where to be, and when, the following morning. 

Weekdays 

07:15-0800 Meet with you team, then go to morning signout rounds in room 8D104. In 
this session you will hear how your patients fared overnight, and inherit 
any new patients if eligible. Student attendance highly advised, there is 
plenty of room for you. The teams go in a specific order; check with your 
team regarding time to attend. 

07:15 Day teams are eligible to accept new admissions 

0800 Tuesdays: Department of Medicine Grand Rounds, University Hospital 
South Rm 8B60. (If your residents are too busy to attend this is a great 
opportunity to go on your own and share what you learned with the team.) 

0715-0900 Chart rounds, see patients. Discuss with your team how the logistics of this 
work 

08:45-09:15 Review your patients with the resident to ensure you understand the 
patient assessment and proposed plan for the day 
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09:15/09:30 Multidisciplinary Rounds. Present your patient in a succinct fashion to the 
members of the team with a focus on Multidisciplinary care (as opposed to 
medical decision making) and discharge planning. You may need to 
interrupt the intern to present your patient; this is okay! Brevity is a virtue. 

09:15-11:30 Attending Rounds. Each team member presents their patients to the 
Attending. Resident will establish the order of presentations (often sick 
patientsanticipated dischargesnew patientseveryone else). Students 
should pay attention to ALL presentations and not turn back to write 
notes, etc. Student may look up info in support of team as needed. 
Presentations may be in team room, in hallway, or directly at bedside as 
directed by resident & attending 

11:30-12:00 Enter orders & get food 

12:00-13:00 Conferences. Everyone splits for conferences at this time. See your calendar 
on Sakai for your conference schedule; if no conference is scheduled you 
may attend resident conference 

13:00-17:00 Finish notes, admit new patients, update patients regarding plan of care, 
teaching & learning, etc. Your attending will likely stop by in this window; 
may do observed H&Ps, feedback, teaching. 

19:00 Evening sign out rounds to the night team. If you are in the hospital you 
are encouraged to attend. Rm 8D104. 

Weekends 

There are still signout rounds from the night team. Your attending will probably alter the 
time of morning rounds; check with your resident before leaving the day prior. There are 
no multidisc rounds on weekends. You will either admit early or late; this will alternate. 

Specific Schedules 

The most up-to-date schedule including coverage or changes for single-intern teams can 
be found at www.amion.com password: vaportland 
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Admitting Cycle and Daily Schedule 
 

  Sa Su M T W Th F 

GM1 RON/RS/RS IS/DW/LW L2 D1 D2 IS L1 

admits 0 4 3 4 4 2 3 

duties  *CODE     AM S/O CODE  

day off interns/students resident/-/-       resident   

GM2 RS/RON/RS LW/IS/DW D1 D2 IS L1 L2 

admits 0 4 4 4 2 3 3 

duties  *CODE    AM S/O CODE   

day off Interns/students -/resident/-     resident     

GM3 RS/RS/RON DW/LW/IS D2 IS L1 L2 D1 

admits 0 4 4 2 3 3 4 

duties  *CODE   AM S/O CODE    

day off Interns/students -/-/resident   resident       

GM4 DW/LW RS L1 L2 D1 D2 IS 

admits 4 0 3 3 4 4 2 

duties     CODE     AM S/O 

day off  interns/students         resident 

GM5 LW/DW RS IS L1 C/L2 D1 D2 

admits 4 0 2 3 3 4 4 

duties  CODE  AM S/O CODE     

day off   interns/students resident         

 
Legend: (details below) 
 
D or DW Day Call or Day Weekend 
L or LW Late Call or Late Weekend 
RS Resident Solo (MS3s and interns off) 
IS Interns Solo (resident off) 
RON Resident Overnight (rotates every third week among GM1-3) 
C/L2 Providence resident goes to clinic in the morning then comes back for Late Call 
NF Night Float 
CODE Team that carries the code pager (on Sunday this rotates among GM1-3) 
AM S/O The attending who is present at the AM sign-out rounds 
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To interpret the “codes” 
DAY 1 & 2: 2 teams take patients from night float team + any new admits from ER/clinic or 
transfers from ICU, up to a total of 4 patients per team, stopping when team has reached 
four patients or 3pm, whichever comes first.   

LATE 1 & 2: 2 teams take new admissions from ER/clinic or transfers from ICU, up to a 
total of 3 patients per team, stopping when team is full or 7pm, whichever comes first. 
Assuming your patients are stable plan to leave the hospital by 9pm and finish writing 
your H&P at home. 

IS: “Intern Solo” AKA resident’s day off. Team takes two admissions from night float team. 
Students will often be able to leave by 5 this day; generally only take a new patient if their 
personal census is running low. This is a good alternate day off if a student has other 
pressing obligations. 

WEEKENDS: Admitting teams are either “early” (DW) or “late” (LW) similar to weekdays 
but there are fewer teams actively taking patients. You will have the day off when there are 
no new admissions off (listed as RS or “resident solo” or RON, which means your resident 
will spend that night in the hospital and give you patients tomorrow morning. 

STUDENT ADMISSIONS:  You should plan to take 2-3 new admissions with a full write-up 
per week.  You should also pick up as many additional patients as needed in order to 
consistently follow 2-3 (first half of the year) or 3-4 (second half of the year) patients.  

 

CONFERENCE SCHEDULE 

This is housed on Sakai. Navigate to IMED730, look in the Site Specific section, “OHSU & 
Portland VA Noon Conference”. Sometimes last-minute conference changes are necessary 
so stay on top of your email. Sometimes Marcie will need to group-text you. Some 
conferences require pre-reading, you’ll get a LOT more out of them if you do this. Student 
reports require a student willing to bring a case forward – great cases are those with 
common presentations that we can work through together – the idea is that everyone can 
take away an “approach to” framework. Chest pain, shortness of breath, syncope, falls, 
altered mental status, fever are all great to consider. Unusual cases, unknown diagnoses 
and complicated hospital courses usually work less well. 

ORIENTATION AND FEEDBACK 
• You should receive an individual orientation from your resident and attending 

within 48 hours of being on service (and when they come on service). If this has 
not happened, you should ask for this! Please reflect on your prior clinical 
experiences and have some specific ideas for improvement (not “get better on 
physical exam”) 
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• You should get feedback on each of the write-ups that you submit, mostly in time 
to apply the feedback to your next write up 

• You may need to ask for specific feedback on your progress notes, don’t be hesitant 
to do so 

• You will get formal mid-point feedback by Thursday of week two. Please advise 
your Attending that this is due by the Monday prior so they may plan accordingly. 

• It is acceptable to ask for elements of feedback in between; it is most effective if 
you have reflected on your own performance and have specific questions, e.g. “I 
thought my presentation was too long; can you help me figure out what to cut 
out?”. 

• Many attendings and residents will debrief at the end of their time with you and 
provide additional feedback. 

COURSE REQUIREMENTS 
• Become involved in the care of at least 2 new-to-you patients each week.  If you 

aren't following at least 2 patients, you should pick up another patient at the next 
opportunity.  Goal is to follow 2-3 patients early in the year, 3-4 later in the year. 

• Submit a written H&P for each new-to-you patient evaluation unless specifically 
told not to; submit this by 5 pm the following day (unless your attending requests 
it sooner, then do that). 

o Note: Take advantage of the fact that a grading rubric is posted on Sakai. 
USE THIS as a guide to writing a high-quality H&P 

• Know your patients’ medical histories and details of hospitalization very well, keep 
up to date with (and be involved in the formulation of) team plans on all active 
issues, and keep your patients well-informed regarding what is happening – BE 
THE PRIMARY CAREGIVER FOR YOUR PATIENTS. 

• See each of your patients every day. If your patient is in dialysis, go there.  (If you 
were not able to see the patient before rounds, say why and plan on seeing them 
later.) Write a progress note on each patient every day. 

• Collect Mid-point feedback 
• Have key elements of a history and physical observed by your attending. You will 

need to be pro-active to get this done. Anticipate which days you will be admitting 
a new patient and coordinate with your attending. Some will have you do key 
elements on a patient on a different team. Some will have you elicit the HPI and 
do a focused exam; others will observe you do a comprehensive H&P. If there are 2 
students on service coordinate this with the other student; these are time-
intensive for the attendings. DO NOT WAIT UNTIL THE LAST WEEK 

• Dress code: Do not wear scrubs or open toed shoes, clothes should be clean and in 
good repair. Badges must be clearly visible at all times. Nails should be neatly 
groomed (no chipped paint) and you should consider tying your hair back so it 
doesn’t inadvertently touch the patient or bedding. Check with your teams 
regarding whether you must wear a white coat (many are flexible about this) or tie. 
Neither of the latter is hospital policy but it’s good to work with your team’s 
“culture”. 
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WORKROOM 

Each team has a designated workroom and you’ll have your own station within that. Make 
yourself at home, within reason. The doors have a keypad lock but the codes are rarely 
changed, so don’t leave electronics or valuables out in plain sight. 

Team rooms:  Code:        
GM1       8D-111  4215*  
GM2       6D-107  8641*     
GM3      5D-124  5124*       
GM4      6D-125  1357 
GM5       8D-112  4125*  

PREPARING FOR ROUNDS 

o Interview and examine each of your patients every day. Only exceptions are MRI 
and surgery 

o What to ask: Explore the status of the problem that got them here. Is there 
dyspnea improved? If so how much? Did they get up and walk? How did that feel? 
Use usual open  closed ended questions. Ask about any possible side effects of 
therapies (dizziness with diuresis, diarrhea with antibiotics). Ask general status 
questions- sleeping, eating, eliminating. 

o Stay focused: morning time is limited so focus on the more pressing agenda- you’ll 
be able to spend more time with your patients in the afternoons. 

o Perform a focused exam relevant to the reason for admission or any new issues 
o Obtain labs, radiology reports, path results, etc.  Labs may return as late as 8:30am, 

so set aside time to review them after 8:30.  There is a delay on EKGs being 
uploaded but there will be a hardcopy either in the chart or an “inbox” at the 
central nurses’ station. Check telemetry; ask for a brief tutorial. Call the path lab or 
micro lab to follow up on results not yet reported in CPRS. 

o Be sure to meet with your resident and intern to review data and discuss 
problem list and plans.  They will be busy, so you will likely need to be the one 
taking the initiative to make sure that this happens 

MULTIDISCIPLINARY ROUNDS 

During the work-week, the team rounds start with multidisc rounds, consistent of your 
team pharmacist, social worker and one of the nurses. Sometimes nutrition, physical or 
occupational therapy may attend. Watch this for a day or two then present your own 
patient. Sample script “Patient So-and-so is an [age] patient with [primary inpatient 
problem] of [current status] (decompensated heart failure diuresing well but still 10 
pounds above goal weight). The plan for today is [brief plan- imaging, tests, consults, etc. 
NOT attending rounds style]. The projected date or goals for discharge is/are 
[date/criteria]. Anticipated discharges needs include [placement, IV antibiotics, possible 
home O2, home health, etc]. Your part should take less than a minute. 
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ATTENDING ROUNDS 

Your orientation should include your attending’s expectations for presentations. Because 
we all have access to the chart, many will like you to focus on subjective, exam, brief 
interpretation of new data, then spend the bulk on assessment & plan for established 
patients. Others will want a more full SOAP style presentation. Be flexible. 

Most teams will like a fairly full, but still streamlined and focused presentation for a new 
patient. See Sakai for guides on new patient and ICU transfer presentations. 

General Principles: 

• Your attending will (generally) be prepared for rounds with much of the same 
information you have. You should therefore really focus on organization and 
interpretation of the information you have at hand rather than rote reporting – is 
there a trend in the blood pressure to be mindful of? A new WBC elevation? A new 
complaint? (Familiarize yourself with the RIME framework for describing student 
progress.) 

• Try to ensure that most of the focus is on the assessment and plan and discussion 
thereof; keep the data reporting streamlined and focused on the pertinent positive and 
negatives. 

• Present ALL of your patients; if the intern starts to speak, remind the team that the 
patient is yours. 

• You can refer to notes, but try to know your patients well enough that you don’t need 
to, especially for the HPI or hospital course.    

• You generally have to ‘earn’ the right to say ‘labs are normal’ by demonstrating 
attention to detail and sufficient knowledge base that you catch and identify 
abnormalities consistently 

• Be thorough yet succinct.  Unchanged exam findings can be called “unchanged,” and 
stable problems need not be addressed on a daily basis. 

• Expect some questions – don’t worry, you won’t be penalized for not knowing all the 
answers (and most of the time you won’t be expected to).  Attendings use questions to 
identify gaps in knowledge they can then teach about. 

• Try to identify the questions that may be asked, your resident can help 
• Revise your summary statement to reflect the patient’s current status 
• Change the order of your problem list to reflect what’s most important. If the patient 

has new altered mental status, don’t bury it at the end 

DOCUMENTATION 

The History and Physical 

o As above, you must write a full H&P for new-to-you patients unless instructed 
otherwise 

o Use the student note title so there is no confusion as to who is writing the note 
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o There is a template provided; avoid templates that import ROS or exam findings as 
they propagate error 

o There are limited uses of C/P for a student on Internal Medicine. Copying others’ 
work shortchanges you educationally, is potentially plagiarism, and starts a set of 
bad habits early. You can/should use the powers of the EHR to gather data, but 
then it should be modified, clarified, verified, and organized. There are limited 
uses of C/P for history; namely a previously lucid patient can no longer participate 
in a history, in which case that should be clearly explained. You may 
“crowdsource” some elements of exam, provided it is explained (not all the team 
members need to perform a rectal exam). Most will C/P complex imaging results, 
citation is appropriate here. Only C/P plans if they are so complex and specific that 
you would just introduce error (complex chemotherapy orders, for example), and 
quote the original author. 

o If it could be stolen from your vehicle and used to do harm, don’t bring it home 
(no notes or write-ups with names, dates, locations, DOB, MRN, etc. Best to even 
remove names) 

o Submit a paper copy and always attach a copy of the grading rubric.  

Daily Progress Notes 

o The goal here is a little different- can you accurately document the discussion held 
on rounds rather than can you show your own thoughts 

o DO NOT reiterate ¾ of the PMH in your intro statement either up top or in the 
summary statement. Keep it relevant and focused. “Elderly man with known CAD 
here for decompensated heart failure”.  

o Interval events: For note, include since your last note. For presentation, start from 
when you last saw the attending. Don’t get plan mixed up in here- if they saw 
cardiology, just say “seen by cardiology” and then put the recs in your A/P 

o Don’t rehash the whole nice discussion from the H&P in your A/P. Example you 
admitted someone with dyspnea, wrote a comprehensive differential, and the team 
consensus is COPD exacerbation. Your SOAP note the next day should say “COPD 
exacerbation” not the whole differential. Go straight to whether the patient is 
better/the same/worse and what the plan should be.  

o Use your words, not the weird clustering of hashtags that you’ll see the residents 
use (unless your team asks otherwise. Example: 

o Intern note may say: 
 #COPD exacerbation # CO2 retention #viral infection. NO! 

o Your note should read: COPD exacerbation due to a viral infection, 
complicated by CO2 retention and Altered mental status. 

o Rearrange the order of the problems by relevance. If new delirium arises, that 
might be the first problem for the day. For resolved stuff that’s been treated, move 
it lower. #Community acquired pneumonia: Got ceftriaxone/azithro from [date]-
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[date]. Has remained afebrile since [date] and WBC is normalized. Up to date on 
immunizations. 

o Finish the note as soon after rounds as humanly possible and sign it. Don’t keep it 
open and live-blog the day. You can make addenda for really huge clinical changes. 

RESOURCES AND REFERENCES 

o To see your live call schedule and when your teams rotate go to www.amion.com 
and enter “vaportland” 

o To find out who’s on call for something, open Explorer (sorry), click “home” if it 
doesn’t go straight to the home page, select “Clinical Resources” from the top 
ribbon and look for On Call Calendar 

o To find contact info for a patient’s outpatient provider, click on “Tools” in CPRS 
and choose “Provider Profiles (PACT Teams)” 

o To get to OHSU internal resources use remote access csg.ohsu.edu or 
portal.ohsu.edu 

o To get to UpToDate, JAMA, or NEJM without going through the library, use the 
home page, select “Clinical resources” then “clinical Tools”. Local antibiogram and 
Micromedex can also be found there 

o The chief residents maintain a really nice website/blog with key IM articles and 
recaps of the resident noon conference cases. It can be found at imrespdx.com and 
does not require a password 
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